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Abstract
This paper addresses the complex aerodynamic interaction between a rectangular, unswept wing-segment and an overthe-wing mounted ultra-high bypass ratio (UHBR) engine. In the past, various studies have revealed a beneficial
interference effect with respect to installation drag due to over-wing-nacelles (OWN). Previous investigations claimed,
that the overall drag of an OWN configuration might be favorable compared to an under-wing-nacelle (UWN) in case of
using UHBR engines. Further investigations within the Collaborative Research Center 880 on a short-range aircraft
configuration with UHBR OWN engines at M=0.78 confirmed a positive installation effect on an OWN. However, the
physical mechanism and cause leading to this interference effect could not be identified. Thus, the present investigation
is based on a simple test case, allowing for distinct parameter variations to identify the driving mechanism leading to drag
reduction on a nacelle located above the wing trailing edge. For that reason, a parameterized rectangular wing was
combined with an UHBR engine, taken from the AVACON project. Based on the parameterized wing, several airfoils
were investigated ranging from NACA 4-digit series to the NASA SC(2) series. Especially the NACA 4-digit series
enables an explicit parameter variation, like airfoil thickness and camber. In addition, flow velocities ranging from M=0.5
up to M=0.8 were covered to assess transonic effects. Finally, the vertical distance between wing trailing edge and nacelle
leading edge was investigated. The evaluation revealed a correlation between lift, induced by the wing, and nacelle drag.
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1. NOMENCLATURE
AoA

angle of attack

c

mean aerodynamic chord

CL

lift coefficient

CD

drag coefficient

cp

pressure coefficient

d1

fan diameter

dcts.

drag counts (1 dct. = 0.0001)

H

altitude

lcts.

lift counts (1 lct. = 0.01)

ṁ

mass flow

M

Mach number

N

number of grid points

OWN

over-wing-nacelle

p0

static ambient pressure

pt

total pressure

pt0

total ambient pressure

Re

Reynolds number
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s

wing span

S

distance of stagnation point to symmetry point

Tt

total temperature

Tt0

total ambient temperature

UWN

under-wing-nacelle

w

camber

x/c

rel. horizontal distance

z/c

rel. vertical distance



Bypass ratio

2. INTRODUCTION
The increasing efficiency of the latest aircraft, like
A320neo or Boeing 737MAX is mainly based on the
installation of new engines. These efficient engines are
characterized by a high bypass-ratio  and thus large
diameters. Future aircraft aiming for further increasing
efficiency are dependent on the progression of the engine
manufactures providing ultra-high bypass ratio (UHBR)
engines, if the known wing-tube-layout is not significantly
changed. However, the integration of UHBR engines
below the wing is limited due to the restricted space
between wing lower surface and ground. Consequently,
alternative engine positions need to be evaluated, which
enables the installation of future UHBR engines. A
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general trend is identical. This observation suggests that
the upper end of the nacelle is less affected by the wing,
but experiences a reduction of the local effective angle of
attack αeff.

decreasing effective angle of attack αeff is induced by the
OWN installation resulting in flow accelerations on the
lower wing surface.
4.1.

Engine position

Fig. 7: Drag coefficients on nacelle and wing
dependent on vertical engine position
At the beginning of the parameter variation, the impact
of the vertical distance between nacelle and wing will be
evaluated. Therefore, the airfoil NACA 64A010 was
chosen at M=0.8, while the vertical engine position was
varied between z/c=0.1…0.2. The resulting drag
coefficients are plotted in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6: Basic installation effects of OWN
The plot at the bottom of Fig. 6 presents the results for the
wing section in the engine symmetry plane. Based on this
illustration, a significant difference between installed and
isolated pressure distributions can be noted. The cpdistribution for the lower wing reveals a decreasing
pressure level and downstream shift of the shock location
by Δx/c≈0.1. The cp-trend over the last 50% chord is almost
identical with the isolated result. In contrast, the entire c pdistribution on the upper wing surface is affected by the
OWN. The pressure distribution is characterized by an
upstream shift of the suction peak and increasing c p-level
up to the wing trailing edge. Thus can be stated, that the
OWN installation has an impact on the upper wing pressure
level affecting the whole wing chord. Furthermore, a
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Fig. 8: cp-distribution on upper wing with respect to
a varying vertical distance between nacelle and
wing
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4.2.

Based on this plot can be stated, that the drag
coefficients of the installed components converge
towards the result for the isolated components with
increasing vertical distance. Nevertheless, a
visualization of the pressure distributions along the
upper wing in Fig. 8, reveals a clear impact due to the
presence of the OWN for all installed configurations.
Although, the drag coefficient persuades a convergence
towards the isolated wing characteristic, the pressure
distribution reveals a clear impact of the OWN and all
installed configurations deviates from the isolated cpdistribution. The minimum cp for all installed
configuration is located at a similar chordwise position
of 0.4. In addition, the first 70% chord features almost
no variation as a result of the engine displacement.
Solely, a decreasing pressure level with increasing
vertical distance can be observed at the wing trailing
edge.
Consequently, the presence of the UHBR engine is
determining the aerodynamics on the upper wing,
independent from the vertical engine position. The
lower wing is blanked out due to minor changes over the
parameter variation.

The utilization of the NACA 4-digit series enabled an
explicit variation of the camber line to investigate the
impact of varying lift coefficients induced by the upstream
located wing on the OWN. Therefore, the NACA 0010,
1510, 2510 and 3510 were investigated for a constant
engine position of z/c=0.15 at M=0.8. First, the results for
the isolated and installed wing depending on the wing
camber will be presented with focus on the lift coefficient.
An overview is given in Fig. 10. In general, the wing lift
coefficient is increasing with increasing camber. The lift
coefficients for the installed configuration are always
lower than for the isolated configuration at identical wing
camber. The offset between w=0%...2% is almost constant,
which supports the assumption of a reduced effective angle
of attack due to the OWN. However, the trend for the
isolated wing drops between 2% and 3%, resulting in a
minimal lift gain due to a further increasing camber,
whereas the installed wing features a further increasing lift
coefficient for w=3%, reaching almost the level of the
isolated wing.

Fig. 10: Wing lift coefficient dependent on camber
for isolated and installed wing

Fig. 9: cp-distributions in nacelle symmetry with
respect to a varying vertical distance between nacelle
and wing

An evaluation of the pressure distributions suggests, that
the aerodynamic limit of this airfoil at M=0.8 is reached
and that neither the cp-level nor the chordwise shock
position can be increased to generate more lift. In contrast,
the installed wing experiences an upstream shift and cplevel increase due to the presence of the OWN.
Accordingly, the airfoil has to counteract the presence of
the engine before reaching the aerodynamic limits of the
airfoil. Consequently, the lift coefficients for the isolated
and installed wing are almost identical for w=3% despite
the offset for the less cambered airfoils. As a consequence,
the camber line variation provides a broad lift range for the
installed configuration to assess the impact on the nacelle.
A first overview is provided in Fig. 11, presenting the drag
coefficients of the nacelle for the installed engine

By evaluating the cp-distributions on the nacelle in Fig. 9,
a distinct variation on the lower surface pressure
distribution can be noted, whereas the upper surface
features small fluctuations. In contrast to the wing, a
convergence towards a symmetrical flow around the
nacelle can be assumed. The cp-level on the lower nacelle
decreases with increasing vertical distance, whereby the
difference between upper and lower cp-distribution
decreases. Nevertheless, the beneficial installation effect
on the nacelle, which is the reason for this investigation,
could not be observed yet. All nacelle drag coefficients of
the installed engine are above the results of the isolated
nacelle.
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Camber line variation
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nacelle. The reason for this asymmetric stagnation line
movement can be found by evaluating the downwash
induced by the wing.

line movement on the nacelle leading edge. This in turn
causes an uneven development of the suction peak on
lower and upper nacelle section, resulting in a beneficial
pressure force in the direction of flight.
4.3.

Mach number variation

Finally, a variation of the Mach number for a configuration
featuring the beneficial nacelle interference was
performed. Therefore, the configuration with the NACA
2510 was investigated at four Mach numbers between 0.5
and 0.8. The variation of the nacelle drag component over
the Mach number is presented in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15: Nacelle drag coefficient in the presence of the
NACA 2510 over Mach number for isolated and
installed nacelle
This plot summarizes the results for the isolated and
installed nacelle at AoA=0°. In general, the drag
coefficient for the installed nacelle is always below the
isolated reference at each Mach number. Between M=0.5
and M=0.7, the curves for isolated and installed nacelle are
almost in parallel and thus the drag difference constant.
The results for the isolated nacelle reveal a linear trend
between increasing Mach number and decreasing drag
coefficient. In contrast, the positive trend for the installed
nacelle deviates for M=0.8. Nevertheless can be stated, that
this interference effect between wing and OWN can be
observed for both subsonic and transonic flow conditions.

Fig. 14: Comparison of z-velocities induced by
symmetrical and cambered airfoil
Fig. 14 compares the z-velocities induced by the isolated
symmetrical NACA 0010 and cambered NACA 2510. The
engine rendering serves as orientation. Based on this
illustration, a pronounced downwash can be identified
above the rear part of the cambered airfoil in comparison
with the symmetrical airfoil. This downwash interacts with
the OWN and induces a negative local incidence resulting
in a stagnation line movement. Due to the large inlet
diameter of the OWN, the upper section experiences a
smaller downwash than the lower section. For that reason,
the stagnation line movement is less pronounced on the
upper nacelle section. Based on this observations can be
assumed, that the downwash, which depends on the lift
induced by the wing, leads to an asymmetrical stagnation
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5. EVALUATION OF GENERAL
WITHIN PARAMETERSPACE

FINDINGS

The presented parameter variations show a high
complexity between wing upper surface and engine nacelle
of an OWN configuration. Both components influence the
flow causing positive and negative effects concerning their
aerodynamic efficiency. A physical explanation for the
mentioned positive interference effect could be stated after
the variation of the camber line. The interference effect is
based on the stagnation line movement at nacelle leading
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The stagnation line at the lower side moves inside the
engine while the stagnation line at the upper side moves
outside the engine. Due to the uneven movement the
increase of the lower suction peak is larger than the upper
suction peak decrease, hence a beneficial pressure force in
flight direction occurs. As well as for the nacelle drag, this
statement has to be verified by reviewing all data points.
The stagnation line movement for upper (Som) and lower
(Sum) side of the nacelle versus wing lift can be seen in Fig.
18. S expresses the distance between the symmetry point
of the nacelle leading edge and the stagnation point in the
engine symmetry plane. The movement of S inside the
engine is associated with an increasing value, while an
outside movement results in a decrease. The figure
exhibits, as assumed, a stagnation line movement on the
lower side with a positive gradient for increased lift values,
while the upper side indicates a negative gradient.
Compared with each other, the gradients underline the
uneven movement throughout the whole parameter
variations. The trend line for the lower stagnation line is
much steeper than for the upper side, thus explaining why
a beneficial pressure force is generated.

Finally, the positive interference effect was discovered at
subsonic as well as at transonic Mach numbers. The
gathered knowledge of this investigation can be used as a
foundation for upcoming research projects concerning the
complex interference effects of an OWN. Besides the
potential benefit of the analyzed interference effect, several
other findings cannot be neglected. It has to be mentioned,
that a shock wave occurring on the wing upper surface at
transonic Mach numbers can significantly influence the
flow towards the engine. The impact of such a disturbed
flow towards the engine inlet can have serious negative
consequences, such as flow separation at the fan or
compressor. This potential impact was not covered in this
investigation, but it has to be handled and analyzed in
upcoming investigations to evaluate the full potential of an
OWN configuration.
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